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Description 
An enthralling analysis of the defining social and political events of the twentieth century. 
 
‘Elegantly, comprehensively, insightfully, Walter Moss carries us through the twentieth century’s record of progress 
and violence, promise and disappointment to an appreciation of the challenges we face in the twenty-first century.’ 
— Joyce Applebly, Professor Emeritus, UCLA and former President of the American Historical Association 
 
‘Moss’s insight is intriguing and powerful… A must read for anyone interested in international affairs and global 
cooperation.’ —Eric R. Jackson, International Journal on World Peace 
 
‘Moss has adroitly compressed an enormous amount of information into a relatively brief study… Highly 
recommended.’ —Choice 
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Many people assume that technological developments and the production of more goods necessarily contribute to 
improvement in the overall welfare of individuals and nations. However, Walter G. Moss provides a more analytical 
reading of the main trends of the twentieth century, a gripping introduction to the defining themes of the recent 
past. Broaching subjects as varied as war, assassinations, atrocities; the long-term impact of scientific-technological 
developments; the ideological bouts of the century; and the chief developments in culture, art, and literature, 
Moss’s history is an accomplished review, dealing with the complexities and subtleties of the beguiling epoch with 
the adeptness that has made his previous historical works such resounding successes. 
 
An Age of Progress? is an advanced examination of major twentieth-century global developments regarding 
subjects as diverse as violence, capitalism, socialism and communism, imperialism, racism, nationalism, 
westernization, globalization, international finance, freedom and human rights, physical and mental environmental 
changes, culture, science, education, religion and social criticism. This momentous study also explores the ways in 
which the twe tieth century made significant progress – and the ways in which it did not.  n

Readership: A key text for all students of the twentieth century and international relations and an engaging read 
for anyone interested in the foundations of the modern world. 
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